1. Introduction

Modern vehicles have multiple embedded controllers, called ECUs (Electronic Control Units), connected together by internal communication networks such as the CAN bus (Controller Area Network). The ECUs are programmable devices, and many of the vehicles’ functions now rely on software running on them, as well as on protocols for exchanging information between the ECUs via the CAN buses. Often, vehicles also have interfaces, such as the OBD (On-board Diagnostic) port and various wireless interfaces that make it possible to access certain parts of the vehicle’s internal network from the outside. Such access may be needed for diagnostic and maintenance purposes, for connecting the mobile consumer devices to the entertainment unit of the vehicle, or allowing for the transfer of various sensor data in and out of the vehicle. The concept of connected cars goes even further by introducing short range wireless connections between vehicles and to the Internet infrastructure, enabling new types of safety and infotainment applications.

All this development means that modern vehicles should be considered as the cyber-physical systems, in which special purpose computers control physical processes, and those computers are no longer isolated from the cyber space out there. This introduces an entirely new domain of problems for vehicles, and road safety in general: the domain of cyber security. Indeed, the ECUs in vehicles can be compromised in similar ways as computers are compromised on the Internet (e.g., exploiting a buffer overflow vulnerability in their software), and due to the increasing level of connectedness, such attacks are now possible to be carried out remotely (i.e., without requiring physical access to the vehicle). The feasibility of such remote attacks has been demonstrated by various research groups recently, showing also their potentially catastrophic consequences [1-3].

The possibility of remote cyber-attacks on vehicles generated a lot of interest in developing protection measures that either prevent or detect such attacks. One of the proposed approaches is to perform the log analysis on recorded CAN traffic and identify intrusions either in real-time or in an off-line manner. While real-time intrusion detection seems to be the ultimate goal, off-line analysis of the logged CAN traffic would still be required for better understanding of how an attack worked and for forensic purposes in the case that the attack caused some physical damage.

Being able to detect and analyze cyber-attacks on vehicles requires continuous collection and recording of the CAN traffic. This can potentially lead to a large amount of data that need to be stored in the vehicle. In this paper, we propose a compression method that allows for the lossless, yet efficient storage of that large amount of data. Compression of the CAN traffic logs has
other notable advantages: it helps to shorten the time required to off-load the data from the vehicle. Moreover, the large amount of data is not only a problem for storage and communication; it also makes forensic analysis hard, resource intensive and time consuming. Our compression method allows analysts to perform the log analysis on the compressed data, therefore, it contributes to reduced analysis time and effort. We achieve this by performing the semantic compression on the CAN traffic logs, rather than simple syntactic compression. Besides all these advantages, the compression ratio that we achieve is better than the compression ratio of the state-of-the-art syntactic compression methods, such as zip.

The syntactic compression methods operate on the low level byte stream representation of the data. In contrast to this, the semantic compression methods interpret the data being compressed and take advantage of its semantic understanding. The semantic compression has generated considerable interest in the recent years. It has been successfully applied in different fields such as general database compression [4], video compression [5] and virtual machine memory compression [6]. What we propose in this paper is a new application area for it.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we give an overview on crash data recorders and show that they are not appropriate for supporting forensic analysis of cyber-attacks. In Section 3, we provide background information on the CAN technology. We describe our new semantic compression algorithm in Section 4, and we evaluate its performance in Section 5. In Section 6, we show that the proposed format is a useful approach to find traces of an attack. Finally, in Section 7, we conclude the paper.

2. Crash data recorder devices

Data recording devices that can capture information continuously or triggered by an event have existed in the transportation industry for decades. The best known such devices are probably the “black boxes” used in aviation to record data that can be used by investigators to reconstruct some of the circumstances of an airplane crash. Such recording devices now also exist in road vehicles: since September 2014, the so-called Event Data Recorder (EDR) is mandatory for every new passenger car and new light commercial vehicle (LCV) in the US. The purpose of the EDR devices is to collect data about the vehicle dynamics and the vehicle status that enable better accident reconstruction. It helps in validating insurance claims, encourages safer driving behavior and extends the scientific knowledge about real accidents, thus, resulting in safer vehicle design.

The European answer to EDR is the so called eCALL system that will be introduced in all new cars as of April 2018 in the EU. The major difference between the two systems is that EDR devices are offline systems, requiring a later data retrieval, while the eCALL is an online system that immediately calls the ambulance (dials 112) in the case of emergency.

The importance of an EDR-like “black box” increases with the deployment of highly automated functions in road vehicles, as there must be some objective evidence proving who was in charge of control in the vehicle in a critical situation. Due to the previously mentioned properties, the EDR devices in their current form are inappropriate for supporting forensic investigations related to cyber-attacks. The European eCALL system does not even record CAN data, so it clearly cannot be used in the case of cyber incidents.

There exist data recording devices, such as tachographs, that perform continuous data collection in vehicles. Tachographs are mainly used on heavy trucks, buses, and emergency vehicles to continuously record certain parameters of the vehicle such as its speed, its engine RPM and odometer values. Yet, the main purpose of tachographs is to monitor the duty status of the drivers of commercial vehicles and they are not designed to record the raw CAN traffic. They usually record only a few vehicle parameters with a certain recording frequency and they are not available on all kinds of road vehicles. Hence, similar to the EDRs, tachographs in their current form cannot really be used in investigations of cyber incidents affecting vehicles.

Hence, we can conclude that, although they have seemingly similar goals, existing data recording devices in road vehicles actually address a problem different from the one that we address in this paper and they are not appropriate for cyber incident investigations.

3. Background – the CAN protocol

The CAN protocol was designed to be simple, causing only a small overhead in the communication. None of the messages contain any authentication information. This nature of the protocol makes it very easy to spoof CAN messages, which, in turn, can lead to numerous other attacks based on the injection of arbitrary messages into the CAN traffic. Understanding the CAN messages, however, is a more complex problem, because it requires a priori knowledge of the network and the communicating parties.

In vehicles, the ECUs communicate with each other mostly periodically. While the communication is event based, regular repetition times enable a quite accurate prediction of the upcoming pattern of messages. Another main property of the traffic is that the content of messages is often repeating.

We confirmed these properties via capturing traffic in real vehicles. Our test vehicles, however, were not premium category vehicles. In premium category vehicles, there are more ECUs, which results in a higher variety of the CAN message types and message contents. Also, the same high variety is expected in autonomous vehicles. Yet, we believe that even in those cases,
the CAN traffic is rather regular and exhibits features that can be exploited for its efficient compression.

4. The compression algorithm

The usage of the semantic compression and syntactic compression helps to achieve different goals. A clever combination of the two approaches could benefit from the advantages of both: the semantic compression reduces the file size while maintaining accessibility to the data, whereas the syntactic compression achieves the smallest possible file size.

To exploit the benefit of both approaches we propose to apply both methods at different operational phases. During the data collection, an on-the-fly semantic compression could reduce file sizes while keeping data available for immediate processing. The compressed data format allows a fast analysis of data flows because they are stored in blocks one after the other, whereas investigation of causality relations is more computing-intensive.

An optional long-term storage or cloud transfer of network logs requires the smallest file size, while the importance of immediate data accessibility is reduced. This implies the use of the syntactic compression at this phase.

We propose a compression algorithm that takes advantage of the largely periodic nature of the CAN traffic. The high-level approach of our algorithm is to separate the traffic into message flows, containing only messages that have the same ID, and then, compressing each message flow separately leveraging the previously identified properties.

The first step is done by filtering messages based on the ID field of the protocol. This step generates separate lists of messages where the only remaining information for each message to be stored is its timestamp in the log and the data content of the message. Storing a complete and separate timestamp for each message in a flow would be a waste of storage. Our more efficient approach takes advantage of the periodicity of messages. Theoretically, a new message with the same ID should come at an exactly predictable time point based on the inter-arrival time of this message type. However, this behavior can be changed by a higher priority message on the CAN bus. If the two messages are sent at the same time, then only the one with the higher priority will be sent, shifting the inter-arrival time of the messages with the lower priority. From this point on, this complete message flow will be shifted.

An efficient way to store the timestamp of a message is to store the number of periods (specific for that flow) passed since the last message of the same type and an additional offset value that is induced by either priority causes or measurement distortions. For each message flow, there are some additional metadata to be stored: the message ID, the first appearance of the flow in the log and the characteristic period length of the flow. These flow specific metadata should be followed by the message data and then the compressed timestamp for each message. An example of this compressed format can be seen in Figure 3, where the # sign separates the period number and the offset value in each compressed timestamp.

The operation of our semantic compression can be effectively demonstrated in Figure 1 that shows a simplified CAN traffic log. It has been truncated and reduced to only contain messages from three different ID types. Other than that, it is a real life traffic log.

In the first step the algorithm reads the messages separating them into groups with the same ID. In this case, it would result in 3 groups: 0x260, 0x2c4 and 0x2c1. The following step is the same for each group; that is compressing messages inside a group.

An efficient way to find repeated messages is to build a hash map of the messages using the message data as a key. At this point, the only remaining information to be stored is the arrival time of the message.

For a more efficient compression the timestamps are stored in a coded way taking advantage of the CAN traffic properties. The
inter-arrival times of the messages can be calculated, based on the
stamps, requiring only to store the small difference between the
predicted and the actual arrival times.

It is possible, that a message data appears in the traffic from
time to time. This also has an impact on the compression, i.e. we
need to store the elapsed number of periods in every case, as well.
This number usually has the value of 1 but for a recurring data
this may vary.

The final result of the compression of this log can be seen on
Figure 2. For storing the compressed timestamp the number of
cycles and the arrival shifts are separated with a # sign.

We defined two equally lossless output formats for our
algorithm. One is a text base (ASCII) representation of the traffic
log, while the other is a binary format.

5. The compression Evaluation

We evaluated our algorithm in terms of performance and
efficiency. As the most important performance metric, we
calculated the compression ratio and as for efficiency, we also
measured the speed of our implementation. We performed our
measurements multiple times with different datasets originating
from different vehicles. We used vehicles of three different brands
all belonging to the low mid-level category built between 2005
and 2010.

We captured traffic with a Raspberry Pi based CAN
interpreter. It allowed us to access the raw information on the
CAN bus, and we saved every CAN message with a timestamp.
We performed traffic captures through the OBD interface where
the design of the vehicle allowed for an uninterrupted access to
the powertrain CAN bus traffic through this connection. We were
able to gather traffic logs of multiple hours in all three types of
vehicles. The algorithm was capable of efficiently compressing
data gathered during the test scenarios in every single case at least
a magnitude faster that the incoming speed, as shown in Table
on the Semantic compression. This speed makes our algorithm a
good candidate for an on-board data compression for local usage
of the information or as a preparation for a remote transmission.

The measured compression ratios show significant progress
in the data sizes (Table 1 and Table 2). We were able to achieve
the compression ratios of less than 20 % using an ASCII
representation of the output of our algorithm. The binary
representation shows an even more efficient compression with the
results being around 10 % of the original file size.

If we applied the additional syntactic compression to our
semantic compression it resulted in the smallest file sizes we
were able to achieve. In the ASCII representation scenario, the
combined result shows an approximate 6 % compression ratio
while the binary case shows an approximate 5 % compression
ratio.

This result can be considered as another proof that it is
worth applying the semantic compression before the syntactic
one, because with this combination the additional efficiency can
be gained.

We validated the lossless property of our algorithm by
checking that the SHA-256 hash of the original data matches that
of the data that we restored after de-compression.

6. The forensic use of the compressed format

In the recent years several articles have been published about
the vehicle security. Perhaps the largest impact was achieved by
the papers of Koscher at al. [1] and Miller et al. [7]. These papers
described a series of attacks against the vehicle CAN busses using
different attack approaches. Their attacks on a network level can
be divided into two categories: sending already known messages
with a frequency different from the usual frequency and inserting
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messages with a previously unused message ID. Based on our research, our proposed CAN compression format can also be helpful to find attacks described in these works.

The first type of the CAN attack inserts new messages with a known message ID. The purpose of this attack is to flood the CAN bus with a modified message data suppressing the information sent in the original messages. This approach was used, for example, to modify information displayed to the driver. The appearance of the original message on the CAN bus cannot be prevented leaving the only option of sending the crafted messages with a much higher frequency (up to 10-20 times the original value).

The second type of the CAN attack inserts completely new, previously unseen messages into the traffic. In the presented works, those new messages were diagnostic messages. The goal of those messages was to trigger functionalities of the car that would otherwise be turned off. As an example, it is possible to use the park assistant feature of certain cars during the normal driving circumstances to change position of the driving wheel.

Both of these attacks produce a very specific pattern in the CAN traffic that can be easily identified in the compressed format proposed in this work.

One of the properties of the CAN traffic, also utilized by our compression, is the highly regular arrival times. This property is harmed when a higher frequency flooding attack is inserted into the CAN communication. The proposed format represents arrival times in an “elapsed cycles # offset” format. During the normal operation, the value of elapsed cycles is the most probably 1 and the offset is a relatively small number. This behavior changes notably when a log file that includes a flooding attack is compressed. In this case, the value of the elapsed cycles is always 0 because the time between attacking messages is around 1/10 - 1/20 of the normal inter-message time. This also results in an offset field with a greater value than the offset values in the normal case. An example of a compressed attack traffic log can be seen in Figure 3.

Using messages, as part of an attack, with completely new IDs generates an entirely new section in the compressed format. The first step of the compression is to separate messages into discrete groups of messages with the same ID. This step makes it very easy to find attacks using new message IDs. The easiest way to find this discrepancy is to compare multiple compressed traffic logs originating from the same vehicle. This allows the analyzer to significantly reduce analysis time.

Finding anomalies in the compressed format relies on the fact that the properties of the traffic are determined based on a benign traffic period. This can be rather easily achieved because only a very short time frame is required to calculate this information. This calculation can be repeated periodically and the result should be the same every time. If that was not the case, that could also be an indicator that probably an attack happened in that time frame.

7. Conclusion

In this paper, we presented an efficient way to perform lossless compression of the CAN traffic logs. Based on our observations of the periodic properties of the CAN traffic, we designed a semantic compression algorithm for the CAN traffic. With the use of our algorithm, storage efficiency and communication costs can be significantly improved, while keeping the possibility to perform analysis on the compressed data.

As part of our future work, we plan to further optimize the file formats. Our current byte level approach could still be refined if we could represent the number of cycles and offset information in a more condensed way. Another possible follow up is to define a loss compression algorithm where every information is dismissed that is not important for a later forensic analysis. This approach could result in a dramatic reduction in file size.
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